
Are there any words that could potentially be matched to more than one definition?

Using 'cious' with a Long /shuhs/ Sound
This week, we are looking at words with -cious endings.  
Get a partner to play matching pairs.

Instructions

1.	Cut out the cards and randomly place them face down on the table. 

2.	Take it in turns to choose two cards. Did you match a -cious word with the correct 
definition? If you did, keep the cards. 

3.	Whoever has collected the most cards at the end of the game is the winner!

Spelling | Year 5 | Term 1A | Week 1

Challenge Task

suspicious
Definition: 

deliberately cruel or 
violent

Definition: awake 
and alert gracious

Definition: having a 
distrust of someone 

or something
conscious Definition: 

horrifyingly wicked

Definition: kind 
and pleasant to 

everyone.

malicious Definition: of great 
value 

Definition: highly 
pleasant to taste vicious

Definition: roomy; 
having ample space spacious delicious atrocious

ferocious Definition: fierce 
and cruel

Definition: intending 
to do somebody 

harm
precious



Are there any words that could potentially be matched to more than one definition?

Using 'cious' with a Long /shus/ Sound Answers

This week, we are looking at words with -cious endings.  
Get a partner to play matching pairs.

Instructions
Cut out the cards and randomly place them face down on the table. 
Take it in turns to choose two cards. Did you match a -cious word with the correct definition?  
If you did, keep the cards. 

Whoever has collected the most cards at the end of the game is the winner!

Spelling | Year 5 | Term 1A | Week 1

Challenge Task

vicious
Definition: 

deliberately cruel  
or violent

conscious Definition: awake  
and alert

gracious
Definition: kind 
and pleasant to 

everyone.
delicious Definition: highly 

pleasant to taste

spacious Definition: roomy; 
having ample space suspicious

Definition: having a 
distrust of someone 

or something

malicious
Definition: intending 

to do somebody 
harm

atrocious Definition: 
horrifyingly wicked

precious Definition: of  
great value ferocious Definition: fierce  

and cruel


